


2020 THE APEX DECEPTION
Who is the Key-master?

Looking back on 2020…

In 2020 we started our journey towards where we are now, the internal and external 
challenges imposed throughout the year by actors in one way or another has brought 
us to this point.
 
In this end of year episode it is tradition to look back over the year we have had. This 
year is of particular importance for so many reasons. But you may be curious to learn 
not all of us took the same direction.

This will not be rant complaining about what has been imposed upon us throughout 
the year, nor even the speculative reasons as to why. Because these are the biggest 
distractions of 2020. So you have to ask yourself right at the start.

What are they distracting us from?

This episode is nothing more than my meandering thoughts based only on my own 
experience. You may not agree, you find some of my musings just too much to handle
or believe, that’s fine, your experiences are going to give you an alternative POV in 
some circumstances and because of that you would have focused your attention on a 
specific aspect not covered by my own journey.

The point is it is fine to disagree but keep in mind that does mean your statements or 
mine is any less valid your POV. It does not mean you are right they are wrong, it 
means unless you can provide concrete evidence in substance for your assertions it 
remains as hearsay no matter what you say. So watch for those comments because 
they will almost certainly be trolls and actors for the state, knowingly or not.

Enough of my side stepping…

Welcome to my inner and outer look-back for 2020, the year more than COVID 
spread.

INTRO

Our journey begins at the point I interviewed Mark from solutions empowerment 
early in the year, it was certainly in my mind much sooner than that. What sat behind 
that was a nagging feeling that despite all the doo doo hitting the fan, something else 



was sitting under the surface. I’m sure you can all relate to that feeling, which makes 
us connected, and this I believe totally.

And because I believe that my side of the contract with the universe and you as other 
assignees to the universal contract we call creation makes us all equally responsible 
for the preservation of life in the best way we can.

I realised it was and should never have been a drive towards our responsibilities 
toward nature but the fact we we all equally responsible, and in that equity of 
responsibility sat the solution we were looking for or at the very lest a major remedy 
as you will see.

Yea I know going a little too far back but do you see how the energetic and the 
fabricated fit, how the fictitious and the fact connect to each other. Sounds crazy but 
even the fabric of the universe pops into and out of forming trusts if even for a nano-
second. 

That pattern repeats itself throughout existence, Which gave me the notion that while 
we have been busy looking in one direction, we forgot to see the patterns by 
comparing many POV. 

The pattern of forming and collapsing a trust, an agreement, or a contract or even an 
equitable transaction naturally or man made, they both share the same basic rules.

You can’t have interaction without the natural agreement and ability to interact in the 
first place. Which clearly shows the elite need us more than we need them. 

Not only that but hiding the natural laws and equitable interactions behind man made 
illusions seeking the opposite of equality by creating a pyramidal slave system built 
on a lust for power. Anything that seeks to unbalance the natural order of equity, 
equality and equilibrium will always fall foul of universal laws.

While remedy are the tools we use to pick at the lower locks of suppression, seeing 
them as a collective of methods hinting at a much larger pattern of structure and 
behaviour.

I told you this was my journey so bear with me I connect things slightly different to 
the next person But I guess if we all compare rather than condemn we would be so 
much more willing to be enlightens.

What stops us is our own fabricated ego, and unless we were to figure this out and 
accept it as fact then how were we ever going to get out of the mind trap? 

When are we going to realise that ego is the enemy of equality 



When I wrote my first book earlier this year after speaking to many people and 
studied various aspects of remedy. The first point is finally recognising remedy 
actually exists. That is the first plug to be removed from the system of control. You 
were or still are controlled by the programming inputted through every aspect 
possible and over a lifetime of exposure to the suggestions of the system.

Hope some of this rings a bell…

I class the rest of the plugs and holding cables to be a two-way communication to be 
remedies surrounding specific aspects of our lives. Once we realised the solution to 
all these aspects it initiates the unplug from our minds and bodies from that of the 
controlling system, and we slowly become free. 

If you consider a slightly different pov to the movie I am obviously eluding to which 
is that of the birth of Neo in the movie the Matrix. We all loved the spoon scene 
because it had different means to everyone but it was or could be seen and understood
to be profound in many ways. But what if Neo’s events were seen by stretching time 
to cover years, not moments...

But why am I bother telling you any of this?

It is because in a single year I have learnt more than in the last 30 years. And I have 
to admit, what I had lacked in those formative years was the slightest notion that we 
could fight back in ways I had not considered previously.

Stay with me here, division is the “go-to” weapon in all dealings with evil. I admit 
when we started this journey uncharted waters of the mind were being explored. And 
despite all the crazy things that 2020 has brought us. Do not forget it has also brought
with it a greater opportunity to learn, seek remedy and begin to truly comprehend the 
global situation despite all the challenges & distractions.

Here is something I would like you to consider.

If we are to believe that each of those connection to Neo’s body were representing a 
specific remedy towards freeing ourselves from the system. And your education is the
revealing of certain codes which in computer terms “levels you up” understanding 
how they do what they do to us is important, more so than the remedy itself.

Then does it not follow certain universal aspects must be present. Hang in there you 
will see where this train is going. If it is a universal expression then it could be also 
described as an overriding program code for what sits at the core of the programme.

In other words…



Although there may be many connecting nodes holding us down. But they are all 
connect to a superior digital code. There is always a hierarchy, no matter where you 
are. 

Others may describe this journey and the sporadic revelations discovered along the 
way as spiritual understanding and use the flow of energy, the non-physical universe 
and other such verbs to describe the same thing using different filters, but the same 
idea nonetheless.

Behind all these codes, acts statutes and data programming sits what we can look at 
as the master code. Believe me when I say you will smile at the idea of a master code 
later, when you figure out where and what it is...I hope you enjoy the realisation as 
much as I did…

In a hierarchy of control there has to be a universal code the top brass can initiate in 
order to shut down the more inferior control codes. I hope this is making sense.

The best place to hide the fact we are higher beings of supreme creation, the 
beneficiaries of all there is, since reality is our creation our minds will hold the keys. 
Let be honest the last place any of us look is inside because the programming always 
maintained an external higher power. 

But not if you live in a reality built on equity.

In other words, the closer we get to the source the more profound our understanding 
is. It not about getting the higher codes, it about understanding how they are being 
used against us and defend against that.

And within all code there sits some much more effective than the codes. Even for you
computer nerds what is more important than the codes?

It is the password of the programmer. Because if we can log in using his passwords 
then we have full control over the system and all solutions become known, our 
understanding and experience of this world grows exponentially built upon your 
ability to crack those codes.

So I was suggesting you look at the matrix with fresh eyes...

No need to change anything but your perspective. I want you to look at the matrix 
movie and imagine the scenario playing out at the birth of Neo spanning 40 years. 
Now you see why it takes time to connect the dots and remove each input by 
changing your output and thus decoding that part of your being.

My journeys always start with questions and a genuine need to find the correct 
answers. 



If we agree we exist in a fabricated reality in one sense or another and we can access 
the admins key for a higher access level and this less external control. Spiritually this 
be seen as moving towards the source.

In case you had not noticed we are working our way up a pyramid of revelation and 
remedy. The higher we travel the more influence we realize we have.

Let me cut to the chase. This year for me and I hope for many of you too. Has been 
one of the best in terms of education. I did not anticipate the need for such 
information at the end of last year, but I am glad I have taken the opportunity because
or in-spite of the global challenges we all currently face.

It gave me time to comprehend the bigger picture, the reason we have all these or 
even need these remedies. I mean the fact we need them should be a strong enough 
indicator that something is wrong. In a perfect world there is no need to remedy 
anything, why would you seek change perfection, if it were not for your own profit?

The very idea of everybody being equal is abhorrent to these self appointed elite 
based on nothing more than a con trick.

And yet if we start to really take note of just how would humanities equally, true 
equality affect the current status Quo?

I could find no downside to such a notion, I could not locate a single lawful, rational, 
spiritual and physical reason why equality, true equality was not the best and most 
natural preference.

And yet we have chaos, competition and capitalism all trying to rock the equality 
boat of the world. Knocking it off balance at every opportunity and imposing even 
harsher sanctions on an unsuspecting population.

Not a single strand of equality exists within their corrupt system, it can’t, it would be 
treated like a virus in their version of the matrix. The point is what if we logged onto 
the system as admin and change the code to the idea of equality. 

With that single goal divide and conquer becomes impossible. 

My first clue then had to be about equity, equality for all in all matters.

I soon came to the conclusion I had been asking the wrong questions.

The important question were about what, who and why an admin sits above us? Who 
is the admin and what is the password?



I love the fact that when you use different metaphor's to look at the same thing other 
information starts to reveal itself.

For instance the idea of equity, took a strange turn in my head months ago, when I 
started to really think about the concept of equity and what we were trying to do in 
terms of remedy.

Equity permeates every aspect of reality, of creation itself. Equity is simply balance, 
the verb which describes the inner workings of the universe. No wonder such a basic 
concept such as equity is at the centre of all our transactions conscious or otherwise.

I think what happens is when we change or accept someone else's POV we move the 
overall combination lock a little closer to cracking the code. So never be too quick to 
write off a different POV.

I’m not going to go into the amount of documents and videos I watched. I’m going to
jump to the crux of the matter and only from my POV.

Amongst all this legal and lawful confusion is the path less travelled. If it confuses 
you it was designed that way. 

The truth is in plain sight but you have to clean your glasses to see it.

I am far from completing any journey that would give us a complete solution, the 
ultimate equation to personal freedom, and thus the freedom of the whole. I am sure 
there is such a thing but the levels we transcend on our own journeys of self-
discovery would certainly indicate there is.

But here is what ideas I have come to consider on this journey. I say what I now 
consider to avoid the idea it is a conclusion. One thing I have learnt is the more we 
research and overstand the situation, we are aware of the trap of coming to a 
conclusion too early. This simply clouds our research and there dwells the program of
arrogance and cogitative dissonance and ego. 

I found three clear focus points worthy of my attention.

These quickly form the basis of everything I research and will continue to do so since
I now know what is at stake. And it is nothing less than all that we are and all that we 
could be...nothing less!

This my friends is what is really at stake, not your banking rights, or your idea of the 
status of a live-birth, or how not to pay the taxman, these are petty control devices or 
programmes running to keep us under control. It is the totality of everything there 
ever was, is, or could be is at stake, but if we continue sleeping we will never be able 
to test that theory.



I said three areas.

The first I just told you about. The idea of status as a point on a three sided pyramid. 
Sit the pyramid upright so the idea of status at the left hand bottom of the base.

Now consider the idea of finance in all its forms. This is the bottom right hand side 
to the pyramid. And finally we have trusts at the top, so put trust. Now when I first 
imagined this, it took a while to figure out something important about that trilateral 
construct.

What struck me was; how the world would look if we turned those three elements to 
different positions. At the moment we have trusts at the top, why?

Because everything we say and do creates or collapses a trust agreement many of 
which are called “Implied trusts”. What it really means is you have been tricked into 
a contract without us telling you the fiducial relationship in this implied or construed 
trust. The trust was expressed by the agreement of deed if you will. 

But in all of this financial chicanery just to make us liable for a debt that never 
existed, and thus maintaining the slave and master relationship.

Status is not about freeman on the land or saying I am a sovereign being without 
having a clue as to what you are saying and why. It is about who you know you to be.
It is about the position within every trust agreement conscious or otherwise you 
entered into from birth to today.

It is with the fullest of comprehension we start to fully understand the importance of 
status in all it’s forms. 

This alone will set you free from many of your burdens.

And then comes finance which for this example sits under a trust because it is the 
driving force which creates the trust, who again sits above the bank.

My journey taught me to ask more interesting questions and start to see the machine 
code of our world and thus able to change it.

How I got those elusive and revealing questions was to move that trilateral pyramid 
into different positions and have my self explain the implications if Status was at the 
apex?

That is where I found my first clue to this web of lies. If we start with status at the top
the world looks totally different, which is why I mentioned equity right at the start. 
Our status is not just about where we see ourselves, that is a mistake and distraction. 



Now I know I’m gonna sound a little like Yoda now but here it is…

Equity leads to status, status leads to freedom but it has a dark side to tempt you with.

Universal Equity cannot live in a universe of hierarchy, that is like matter and anti-
matter colliding. They would cancel each other out and we would be left with 
nothing. So at the very least two of the points have to be manipulating the third...Us, 
and our status.

Equity drives the engine of the universe, it should therefore drive everything below it 
and show its underlying pattern in our everyday reality. If equity is a true reflection of
all there is then we should be able to test that idea.

And with equity comes status, since the perception of self, which is where the birth of
status begins needs to fully overstand equity, true status cannot be attained. 

If we start to question the validity of our true status on any level of illusionary or 
reactionary materialistic experience or existence which in turn creates our personal 
reality. Things start to change, on all levels at the same time because it is we I believe
is shaping the holographic nature of our reality.

Yup, my lawful and legal research sent me down this particular rabbit hole I share 
with you now. And there was me thinking at the start of the year with ideas of how do
we establish our status without having a clue as to what status really means. And now
the realisation that no amount of paper or certificates, or documents is going to 
change a thing. 

I think it can deal well with the day to day life issues like bills, debt and so on, that is 
chicken feed. It may not seem that way while your suffering these areas of little or no 
knowledge, because that is all they are. Areas of your life you have not paid lawful 
attention to therefore you will act, think and be the slave and victim, it is designed 
that way.

The moment we truly realise the importance of status as the apex and hold it there 
while we consider what the world would be like if it were the head or admin of the 
system.

If status and our full understanding of it were to become known and accepted by a 
critical mass then what would our world look like?

Here is one for my religious viewers…

Have you ever considered the possibility that JC never left? And that all this waiting 
around for a second coming is to distract you from the fact not only did he never 



leave but if the universe has to work in balance and equity as I now call it. Then how 
could he leave one place to go to another when all are connected as universal 
holographic system, sharing localised experience and information with the whole, 
thus perpetuating deeper self awareness, irrespective of scale.

It could also be described as a universal holographic feedback loop. Put enough 
together you finally get self-awareness, consciousness, So you see given enough time
to consider aspects of equity and status takes you to some strange places, I admit it.

On my last twelve month journey I came to realise that it was not about all the 
specific laws, it was about how they were being used to hide something more 
threatening to them...Something they wanted to keep from us at all costs. 

And that my fellow explorers was the 64 million PN question.

What was so important, so threatening to their system of control, they had to keep 
that hidden at all costs?

Well as mundane as one might first think it is, the fact remains our perception of our 
inner and projected outwards status, it is the perception of ourselves, our STATUS.

The true realisation of our status, it is not enough we say “I am a sovereign being”
since if you attempt to describe it, it will only be in the terms you have been

programmed to see and therefore use as a metric. 

A true sovereign needs no proof!

A true sovereign being, one with an inner-standing of specifically what status they 
hold, requires permission from no one. All lower forms of man made laws are 
subservient to the one who truly knows their status.

I discovered remedy is not about lower man made laws, that is the distraction, that is 
the dross which distracts you from the obvious.  It is about how to deal with the law 
makers. How to play the game on their terms and win, not because we are better at 
playing the game but because we are acting in honour and they are not. 

Once we have uncovered the fraud, then comprehended the size of the fraud it is clear
it has a distinct hierarchy, which in true equity cannot exists, therefore it is an 
aberration within the system which requires balance, it must be removed if we are to 
restore equilibrium through equity.

But here is where 2020 has taken me thus far…

The realisation and true meaning and power our status means we can manipulate the 
fabric of reality, which is exactly what the system is currently trying to do.



Not on a contract, not on a live birth certificate, that in itself is an oxymoron and most
importantly it is the recognition of everyone's true status and with that comes true 
equality.

Once you really overstand things relating to your status, or more accurately what 
your idea of status is and is it restricting you to a small area of energetic attention?

You start to realise that my view is not the only one and if we considered deeply what
was being said to us by others experiences and not take them instantly as opposing 
views, which we have all been programmed to do, and we excuse ourselves for this 
type of thinking by saying we are sticking up for ourselves, or it is ego or any number
of reasons thus allowing our ego program to dictate information or even the 
consideration of different ideas, ego restricts creative thoughts, it is part of the chaos, 
not equity.

The point here is we have all spoken the same language with different words. I learnt 
that when I started to over stand what Legalese truly meant in the real world. It was 
nothing more than spell casting in a modern world as I pointed out in my book of the 
same title.

At the time I did not make the connection with remedy and spell casting Until later 
this year. We all see the universe in different ways based on our beliefs, but in 
essence we all are on the fundamental aspects of what we are implying with our 
version of reality.



Our status, if placed at the top of every aspect of our lives and we use that lens to 
view our world. The world becomes our playground. The world become an Eden we 
have always thought was elsewhere. I also came to realise the judicial system was 
nothing more than a distraction to the bigger prize. 

Many of us called them “gatekeepers” to the system in one form or another. Having 
sat through the whole of the Matrix series of movies, this time with new eyes 
recently, much more made perfect sense.

If true equity exists on every level of creation and manifests to us in a form of a 
contract or agreement, if full-disclosure was to be maintained, since you now have to 
consider that equity of information is very much part of the equation. And if our 
theory is to stand up to liberty-seeking detective peer-review, since we have no 
respect for the very establishment that will do nothing more than protect the status-
Quo, which as you may have already guessed is not built on the laws of equity, 
therefore easy to dismantle.

Switch and keep the very idea of status & equity at the top of that third-party trust 
agreement pyramid.

That view of reality sees you as the higher authority, since status is at the top you 
have proclaimed you are the ultimate authority in this reality.

With that idea comes where this journey has led me. The way we attempt to 
communicate with each other about how we see, describe and exist in this reality is to
listen for the commonality in each others stories, not the differences.

In any equitable reality, true balance at all levels gives the strongest foundation upon 
which to build this new reality from the ground up.

I do believe the system can be changed and should be changed if we are to find true 
universal equity and equality and maintain a natural understanding, an equilibrium 
with any and all sentient manifested matter.

If enough minds begin to fathom that change not only starts from within but it must 
be shared to the whole so that other nodes can maintain an equal experiential 
development of awareness through the input of other experiences.

This sharing by example, if that is what it takes, but this sharing has a critical mass on
every level of reality. The material is the only one we see if we have maintained 
much of our previous programming.

But once critical mass has been attained the idea becomes manifested in reality 
because the critical mass changed the overall vibration or programming of the overall
system, call it a step of enlightenment if you will but the semantics are not important, 



the essence of a new inner-standing has become manifest and your status is beginning
to rise within.

It not about asking the agents of the system to be allowed to do this and that with 
them interloping at every opportunity interfering in our lives. That is a microscopic 
distraction in the grand-schema of things.

My current thinking is there is a higher code but we have to overstand the complexity
before we can see the simplicity.

If we maintain the idea that our status is at the apex of the pyramid and not the trusts 
nor banks, who are still part of the political man-made system.

Then we really do start to see the possibility of change.

It should be clear now that a trust relationship is part of everything we do. From the 
birth of a child to the swapping of title deeds to a mansion. It is all the same.

It is easy to see when you know your status.

If everything is in a trust formation then it must be the laws of equity, contact and 
trust that will see us freed by those covert constraints.

This is where status and true understanding of what that could ultimately mean for 
you is knowing for sure that every transaction, every deal you did with any and all 
others, government agencies or otherwise, every loan, every alleged debt, every direct
debit payment you every paid, all of it was only made possible by ignorance of your 
true status and equal consideration, in all those matters.

Without knowing our status anyone can manipulate us into believing anything, 
because we have not awaken or accessed the code to be able to rebut those claims on 
a deeper level of inner-standing, not under or over-standing but where it starts for all 
of us...Inner-standing of your true status. 

The kicker is once we know who we are, we also reveal the puppet-masters by 
cutting their strings, pulling those tubes out one by one in the Matrix movie, or taking
another step towards enlightenment, that fact is they are all variants of the same idea.,
Everything is about equity, equilibrium and balance and that balance echoes across all
dimensions.

But change can only be made once critical mass has been attained, and for that to 
manifest more have to realise it is not just contracts on paper that adhere to certain 
universal rules of equity. Equity is built in all contracts all the time to maintain 
equilibrium, and those contracts even in the quantum world do not change however 



fleeting those interactions may be, there has to be equity for universal balance to be 
maintained.

Which is why it is important they gain our permission covertly or overtly, permission 
must be given. It maintains the current version of reality and the faith in its own 
reality is the only thing maintaining its existence. Given enough time to run the 
program becomes sentient and that makes for a difficult reality to now overcome.

The realisation that if everything is a trust, from the child who “crowned” at birth

To one that immediately lost that crown when their parents unknowingly handed over
the title deeds of you to the state, Congratulations you were king for a moment then 
they switched it into a debt slave by taking your title, or as we now say your status.

As for me the clue was found by asking…

What is the first thing they take and why?

They take the most important thing, our status because it is the greatest weapon we 
have. Let me rephrase that in equitable terms; Realisation of our status 

They steal our birthright then use the same method again and again to enslave our 
minds into a reality in which status is hidden from view, buried under trusts and 
finance laws and yet unlawful, they hide behind titles of government office while 
being nothing more than a global cabal of “for-profit” organisations.

What we are seeing now if one was to follow that rabbit hole from a higher 
perspective is that a war is being fought on more than two sides for control of the 
planet. 

Yes for me 2020 was this big and have arrived here at the end of this year with what I
am sharing with you now. You will of course have taken your own journey and 
experienced lessons along the way. My personal struggle came from trying to filter 
the Bullshit from the true workable real life everyday remedies. 

This had to be the first thing on peoples agenda because these are the things that 
effect us the most on a regular basis. This is everyone's constructed Achilles 
heal….DEBT!

When you look at the world through the eyes of equity, you start to see the machine 
code being used against us. 

Since we know DEBT cannot exist if the universal code which permeates all 
transactions demands equity, equilibrium and equality to maintain balance then the 
idea of debt being real would effect reality itself if enough minds thought it was real.



There would be a hole in the fabric of reality, it would feel like a mental itch you 
cannot scratch, it manifests as you know something is wrong but not sure what it is 
on a higher level. Equity is not being done in our localised network of the whole.

Debt is an opposing force to the universal laws of equity and balance, it seeks to 
place a contracted hierarchy in the form of a trust upon the foundation of universal 
equity, thus obscuring the true foundations of our reality, we are all equal and with 
that comes so much more.

I other words they are hiding shit from us that would topple this reality in favour of 
equality for all. Now wouldn’t that make for an interesting remedy?

I mentioned the master code previously, the one that sits above all others, I believe 
that once true status has been fully comprehended in all its forms, in all its 
imaginations, transactions and thus creating reactions based upon true equity, the 
maintaining of natural balance on every level of every transaction. 

Spiritualists may call it universal balance, others may call it an equitable 
arrangement, a contract with a win-win outcome. Yet more could describe all this as 
an express trusts being created and collapsed at different speeds, at a constant rate 
throughout our lives, some are obvious, most are not.

Although I have not got there yet, I had a crazy idea there was an ultimate equation of
such simplicity it would purge all viruses and negative programming from the 
system, in essence every aspect of our being would be freed.

If I was writing a fantasy book this would be the ultimate prize.

To know, what the key-master knows.

Or described as gaining a question, the right question, not just any question but THE 
QUESTION.

And it is NOT the meaning of life!

We want to create a reality, a trust, if you will, just long enough to make a subtle 
change...

The ability to blind the all seeing eye just long enough to remove it and all it stands 
for in this reality. 

Presently in my 2020 journey I am of the opinion the master code is in plain sight and
always has been. I have been banging on about status being at the apex of the 
pyramid, equality, equilibrium on all levels. 



I think that is the code, or more to the point we are the code. But until we realize that,
until we believe with humility, our true status as opposed to our perceived status, the 
program we project upon ourselves or the belief we hold, either way it is not a 
balanced system. 

There are no secrets in a perfectly equitable system.  

As crazy as it sounds it is not about peace, not in the traditional sense. On the one 
side is chaos, the other equilibrium they need each other to exist. Equity does not 
always mean we like it, it just is.

But with a full over-standing of our true status, and therefore our true nature the 
world we want, the advances we could make for all sentient beings would be 
spectacular!

The ultimate remedy is YOU, it has to be, in order to gain critical mass, once it does 
reality will get easier, more balanced and we will no longer have to try so hard to 
maintain it, it will become the norm, our norm because we are the “Critical Mass.”

I believe in 2021 we will see the rise of consciousness through a more practical, not 
spiritual route but that is not to say the destination is not a spiritual experience for 
many. 

To attempt pulling someone into the world of conceptual reality through the lens of 
remedy will fail. It is a journey not a step and each step has to be looked at, inner-
stood and experienced before we can really fathom the implications.

Once materialistic programmed beings have come to believe this is not the only 
reality we can manifest, we can begin to imagine the new Equitable World Order. The
EWO is simply that which the universe seeks to bring into harmony with the whole.

Debt is the underlying frequency and all that it touches, resonates to that ideology 
which manifests as anything from frequency to a written contract through to a 
computer program running based on input & outputs. 

It does not matter how you describe the process, equilibrium, or equality, equitable 
consideration is not something we discuss at a contract signing, it is a universal law 
which seeks to maintain balance. Equity is nothing less than a universal constant and 
therefore underpins all known laws.

An overt or covert trust creation with equitable agreements, you can even call them 
universal constance, underlying all this is the need for balance in all things at all 
levels of inner-standing and equity sits very close to the centre.



Once equity is recognised on many levels, then should not we expect equity in terms 
of universal knowledge, after-all are we not part of the whole, however you wish to 
imagine that idea.

And yet we talk about advanced civilisations from a limited perspective. We measure 
the idea of being advanced based on our idea of being advanced, I hope you follow 
me here…

Our idea of advanced is based on a reality that was constructed for express control of 
our minds and bodies. Now that alone should show you if equilibrium is a universal 
law how can there be any type of hierarchy using the metrics of primitive to advanced
based on a fictional reality end up being an accurate metric for comparison.

I’m here to inform you that this is your “reality-slap-in-the-face” 

The moment we assume advancement can mean many things to many people, the 
metrics we use become more varied. Maybe the reason for only inner-standing our 
part of the universe is because we have not yet initiated the correct code, allowing our
collective consciousness access to higher functioning and a wider perspective by 
entering the right code to those nodes we are now on the upper levels with.

At each level of inner-standing it is you who access the higher codes and start to 
investigate your reality from a new perspective. 

Once true status has been overstood, once we reach a critical mass of those who fully 
overstand the importance of creating an Equitable World Order Or EWO.

Let them have the WEF our reply will be the EWO and we will see who the real 
beneficiaries are in this world. We will not fight the present controllers face to face, 
we have no need to battle on the streets, nor argue petty claims in lower courts of bias
judicial employees. 

You want to cut the head of all the snakes, then go for the master code, step into your 
true status and demand to see the evidence of anyone's standing over you. I walked a 
very strange path in 2020 and one that will continue in 2021. 

But looking for remedy in all things is educational and a journey we must all make to 
gain inner-standing of our true status no matter how you wish to describe it and the 
ease at which maintaining the word and spirit of equity in all things litreally becomes 
your primary nature.

At the head of it all, at the apex of true equality sits the master key and to crack the 
code all one need do is to fully comprehend what true status means, unless you 
realise some basic truths no matter faith, race colour or creed, this filters down to 



professions as well, you may be an expert in your field just be aware how that can 
also restrict your world view.

Don’t let educated ego stop you from exploring all possibilities. We should all 
consider the possibility that as part of our education the resistance to other opinions 
was built in with phrases such as “You now know more than most people out there.”

Or What I have shared with you is a secrete but know you know the truth.”

Or some such Bull-Poo. Designed to blind you by implanting the idea you know 
more than others. Well I got news for you, that was and always will be a lie. There are
a lot more “Others” than you so who do you really think, knows 
more...mathematically speaking.

We do not know more than they do, no matter who “they” are. For the simple reason 
is we have not hand their first hand experience. So at this stage we would to well to 
gather information rather than jump straight to judgment of it based on a very small 
sample of perceived realities when considering the big picture.

My current view, after starting this journey now sits at a cross roads of curiosity. On 
the one hand true status is the way to go. And with that, I have come to realise was 
the question…

How does one take a person and remind them of just how important they really are. 
In a universe of equality, no matter what the system has imposed upon you and that is
your current belief, your reality. The reality is something you can actually do in order 
to commence belief in your true status.

Religious books would ask you to have faith. Others would say “be patient” salvation
is coming…

Hate to bust your bubble if that is your thinking but the only super-beings that are 
going to come to our rescue is us. It was always us and that is the secret of secrets in 
terms of hiding the master code, the higher remedy, one that instantly levels all 
playing fields and forces the revelation of equity upon the transaction or claim.

This practical set of examples you can test over and over again, will I hope manifest 
into your new found status, your new constant vibration and the new words you are 
now using to describe the rise and reveal “The Apex Deception.”

The question is here, within these pages and if you missed it, well you should pay 
more attention...



I hope in 2021 we can continue our journey together, I have no idea what the world 
will throw at us next year, what I do know is if we do nothing, if we do not establish 
our status without ego.

Without our true status being recognise and total belief in that status as an immovable
fact of the universe and yet we let that fact slip away as we manifest into the material 
and replace it for an unbalanced chaotic man made system. 

Replacing or hiding these universal constants. Ideas driven from our minds through 
various methods throughout life so we don’t start asking the right questions but when 
we do we soon realise that if we recognise our true status all those questions become 
manifested and understood that we live in a universal sized computer model of reality
and the master code allows us to change that reality based on subconscious access 
brought about by inner-standing.

It is at this point of our inner-standing we become aware...

We are the master code!

We contain the ultimate remedy and have been subjected to a lifetime of influence 
and control to cover up one simple fact…

We are the beneficiaries in every single transaction we have ever had or ever will 
conduct. In every walk of life, in every transaction you hold two distinct places 
within that private express trust.

Forget the legal side of expressing a trust for the moment and allow me to describe it 
in a slightly different way. Or how I came to inner-stand what a trust really is.

Once all the rubbish is removed from the petty legal and lawful distractions we are 
left with the fact the true definition of a full-disclosure trust agreement could read as 
follows:

Trusts form the foundation of an invisible framework we communicate our wealth 
around the world to. Clearly this whole system of banking no matter how you look at 
it does not work on the universal law of equity, therefore it is out of balance, resulting
in famines, war, greed and lust for localised power. All this as a result of nothing 
more than not yet reconsigning who we are in the grand scheme of things.

I started this year thinking it was about lawful remedy and ended it with us being the 
remedy and ways to supersede all man made laws using man made laws to maintain 
balance. 



Here’s the kicker through remedy I came to. IMHO religion was set up to set us up.

No matter what religion you aspire to they all have a hierarchy in common. There is 
always someone or something above mankind. But not in a balanced universe of 
equilibrium since all things are equal. 

Therefore no higher class of belief or being can exists, all things being literally equal.

Which is why I think religion pushes the idea of a higher order of being, when in 
reality we could equally be seen as energetic programmable nodes in a universal 
matrix sending and receiving data based on our interaction with the localised part of 
reality. It is in fact a feedback loop which never switches off.

Sorry, too deep too quickly I think. The point is there are practical steps you can take 
on what may also be a path to spiritual awareness. I never thought I would be mixing 
so many aspects of our world into a web of overstanding. 

The fact I can describe the matrix code revealed by the realisation of our true status 
and not in the spiritual sense but in the lawful and legal sense. Do the material world 
first and the spiritual will manifest as a result of your status education, one creates the
other.

I will leave you on a practical understanding I came to in the hope you can continue 
on your journey in 2021 with new eyes, a new perspective to consider at the very lest.

Here is the real-world example then you may start to see how important it is to turn 
the title of status to the top of the pyramid and maintain control over the other two at 
all times. 

The EWO has no problem re-purposing the trinity of control by placing us all at the 
top. And thus blinding the all seeing eye as long as we all maintain that inner-
standing maintaining a critical mass of our true status.

I’m going to describe my conclusions so far in my journey and leave you to consider 
your own…

Every transaction from the smallest particles to the major international contracts have
a type of express trust set up for varying lengths of time, ranging from billionths of a 
second to billions of years, dependant of on contract or natural laws of the universe.

But fundamental in all those interactions is the question:

What is our position or “status” within all these manifested interactions?

And this is where we begin to uncover the apex deception.



The Apex deception is what I call it because it is exactly that.

It is the age-old deception of assuming certain class of people were running the show.

A higher order of things, as we are led to believe. Yet in a universe that begs for 
equity and balance this idea of class infers a hierarchy and thus not made from the 
natural laws maintaining equilibrium.

The real deception is the assumption that we the people are being kept from our true 
status right from birth because it would reveal that it is we who stand at the top of the 
apex in all matters and have total mastery over reality. 

It is this single fact that everything we experience, everything we feel, think and react
to is based upon the attainment of one goal. The master Key! The idea that will set 
you free and if enough are freed critical mass becomes inevitable. 

And that is WE ARE THE MASTER KEY and we can unlock ourselves at any time
by simply realising you create every contract therefore you are the settlor of a trust,

the bank is the trustee and you, are also the beneficiary. 

I admit my journey towards taking a closer look at trusts came late in my education. 

Not knowing what your looking for makes it difficult to find what it is you are
seeking but you will always find what you need.

Now if all things being equal and equity must be done my limited over-standing to 
what a trust is and how they are used as opposed to our idea of a traditional family 
trust. They can be much more than that...

The only positions important to you and I are those which affect us directly in any 
form of an expressed trust. In every case imaginable we are the creator of the trust or 
grantor as some call it and we are also the beneficiary within that trust since it was 
your investment that created the trust.

The bank in any capacity is the trustee and all third parties are agents for the trustees. 
Now in the world of equity and trust law some basic facts need to be made clear…

With you as both the grantor and the beneficiary you hold all the cards. Certain 
fundamental rules apply.  The first being the beneficiary cannot be anything other 
than the creditor. 

Since you are the true beneficiary and the bank is simply a trustee, how can the 
beneficiary be indebted to the trustee within a trust set up by a private individual that 



created the trust account through a bill of exchange and did not bring equitable 
consideration to the table.

What equity did the trustee bring to the table in order to claim tile?

Who is making this claim?

What is your specific fiduciary relationship with me?

Did you notice the raise, the level up sensation when you realised it is not about 
arguing petty front-line laws in order for you to defend yourself in a bias system of 
rule.

It is the opposite; It is having them defend the right to impose those laws/rules by 
having to reveal one simple universal truth, that all things should be in balance with 
all things, so let us reveal what parts each person is playing in this 
implied/constructed trust? 

Once you know your true status, you also know how much power you have, which in 
all cases is supreme.

If this be true there must be a higher code which would explain it in terms I could 
understand. Then that moment of “it was right there all along” moment hit me…

Everything leads back to the concealment of our status and following the laws of 
equity we reveal that even the most disagreeable laws can be changed once we 
establish inner-standing of our equitable status as experience in our daily lives.

A trust is formed when we interact in commerce even if the commerce part is not 
always obvious. But if we take the obvious ones it makes it easy to know you are 
both the creator and the beneficiary of that trust.

Consider the possibilities of what I have shard as my 2020 journey and where it has 
taken my studies and thoughts. The fact is this…

All of us are beneficiaries, that is a fact no matter what country you live in. As such if
true law underpins made man law then any questions asked based on true law have to
be answered, since this is what underpins contract law, laws of equity and trust laws.

You know your onto a winner when you realise you now have a remedy to stop any 
and all trespass in any jurisdiction based on what I call under-pinning universal 
maxims.



In our case equity through transparency. In other words If I am going to enter into a 
contract with you in my world of equity, true equity then we would both agree openly
on terms and nothing would be hidden. We would allow each other “full-disclosure, 
Full accounting and full transparency, these are all laws of trust, therefore contract 
and must be adhered to irrespective of jurisdiction.

And yet none of that equitable consideration happens in our daily transactions. We 
are not informed that the basis of our financial transactions and this slavery is all 
based on trusts and the perceived positions within that trust. In other words we are all 
tricked into thinking we are the debtors when in fact we are the beneficiaries and 
creditors in all transactions.

Why?

Because the only value there is apart from natural resources is our sweat equity. 
Fictional banks fade like morning starlight when the light is shone upon them. Poetic 
eh? But true nonetheless. 

If you have not figured out what the question is by now, you may need to listen again 
because I already gave you it. Written and typed in plain sight for you to ponder over 
and appreciate the inner-standing of why the question is asked the way it is.

Be it a bank manager, a bill collector a judge or a policeman, trying to contract with 
you on many levels your inner-standing places your approach in a superior position 
that any of those imaginary jurisdictions.

Knowing every transaction is an expressed trust and knowing you are the beneficiary,
therefore have no liability your only goal in life is to get others to admit exactly what 
the specific fiduciary relationship is with you within this trust agreement.

All we are now establishing is who we really are within these transactions. And under
many laws in many nations the right to full-disclosure, the laws of concealment, the 
laws of equity, all make it clear we are entitled to full disclosure and equitable 
consideration.

So before we go fighting these trumped up revenue slave inducing man made 
weapons of mass enslavement or an arsenal of what is known as W.M.E’s.

Should we not first establish what our relationship is within this current arrangement?

After all “Transparency” is a thing now.

What I share now was a puppet show I created in my own mind…

If you can imagine a courtroom full of muppets playing the parts assigned to them…



I am standing in the defendants dock...Oh dear!

Judge: Is Robert Odeck in the room today?

Me: Yes your unpleasantness.

Ah good would you care to take a seat Mr. Odeck.

Well before I do your unpleasantness, I would like to ask you a question.

Yes, what is it?

Considering your implied interaction with me am I to assume we are in the process of
contracting? And if that be the case before we proceed does that not then create a 
private expressed trust or in this case an implied or construed trust, is this not the case
your unpleasantness?

Well yes, what has that got to do with anything…

Well now we have established there is in fact a trust I require you to state for the 
record what position you and I hold within this trust that we may full-fill our 
fiduciary duties. I am sure you would agree, for one to correctly full-fill ones duties 
one must know the position one has within that trust.

So, your unpleasantness, what is your judiciary relationship with me in this trust 
today?

Once you clarify that we can all go ahead knowing our roles and responsibility 
demanded of our established positions…

Do you think by now they would have left the bench? Some would have and the 
others will follow if you maintain and polity insist on that simple disclosure and stand
your ground. The case collapses, irrespective of the civil charges.

Unless you make the enquiry the court will be set up so you are liable for the debt, 
the repossession or whatever the reasons were, which is now why you stand before 
the lower man made courts. 

All based on you already knowing you are always the beneficiary, your status and the
right to equity stand strong but shrouded in a mist of confusion to hide the simplicity 
and power of this enquiry.



But there you have it; establish your status within the contract or trust, now instruct 
the trustee to discharge the debt as any beneficiary would. If you are not aware your 
the beneficiary who’s fault is that?

We have no need to defend against man made laws, those sit on a lower level once we
have pushed to establish our true status. Since once we know not only are we the 
beneficiary and creditor but the power they have in a trust and since everything is a 
trust, where does that tell you our true status should be established prior to any 
interaction with the lower laws.

From a final hearing in a repossession case to a road traffic offence establishing your 
status allows you to discharge the debt via the trustee, which in this case is the judge. 
There is no loophole legal argument you have to find, nor seek internet templates. 
You simply have to first establish the fiduciary relationship in any and all claims 
made against you.

I hope you enjoyed my sharing of the journey I have so far taken and if nothing else 
gave you pause for thought. Oh and it just popped into my head that some may think 
what I have said sounds more like a strange cult.

Well in reply to naysayers of my personal journey is that in a universe of equity cults 
cannot exists, since it assumes hierarchy even in the form of a teacher. Whereas in a 
universe of equality and equilibrium each mind helps the others to understand each 
other and ultimately self. None of that can be done with anyone claiming to have 
more knowledge than the rest, that does not follow the laws of equity. Having 
different knowledge is always waiting be be shared by those who have cracked more 
codes allowing access to a larger set of universal nodes.

In every day life asking for the evidence of your fiduciary relationship with others 
who would have you think your are liable for a debt. Well now you can start to 
establish your true status in that respect, I hope leading you towards a much bigger 
picture arrived at down a path only you could have walked.

My book on debt agencies will be ready in a week or two, sorry for the delay but I 
was also trying to complete this end of year podcast to you.

I hope you will stick with me and some sort of positive growth comes from all this in 
whatever form that may be. But it seems to me the master key, the admin code 
password call it what you will, has always been within us and until we fully access it 
without emotional distractions we will continue to be fearful because we do not yet 
inner-stand our status.

I hope you stay tuned in 2021 and allow us to continue our journey together. I have 
decided to gift this episode to all of you as a thank you for your support no matter 
where, who or how that support was or is expressed it is deeply appreciated.



I will leave links below to the transcript of this episode in PFD format for you to 
download as a free eBook as a thank you for taking the time to listen to what I had to 
say and supporting my efforts to help. 

I will give you a heads up on my latest book so you can go grab a copy. And as 
always if you have not read my Lien machine or Laws Of Liberty then support me by
doing so.

It certainly has been a whirlwind of a year for all of us. It has also afford the 
opportunity for many to enhance their inner-standing of the world. To explore areas 
of life and the control thereof which without lockdown many would have not been 
able to. I’m not supporting the lockdowns, I am saying is always darkest before the 
dawn…

I hope in 2021 we rise above the cacophony of distraction and learn to establish our 
true status, not only in courts or with those making claims against us but an ego-less 
rise of a true sovereign of the universe...

I hope to see you in 2021 with you sporting a mind that comprehend a little more the 
importance of living the person you were born to be. 

We don’t ask permission to sate our proof of life; We demand our position in this 
matter be made explicitly clear. Any attempt at hiding that information will fall under 
various concealment laws, so you win.

A true sovereign requires no documents S/he is too busy getting evil to show him
theirs and evidencing their status and claims.

This journey is far from over and I hope you continue to share the path with me. I 
don’t have all the answers and I don’t have anything special to share, in a universe of 
equality equity is always done.

When you get to the point of critical mass with inner-standing of your true status the 
remedy does just become obvious but it gets simpler. It has to be so since the closer 
to source code it gets, the simpler and more powerful it becomes.

Enjoy the rest of your festive celebrations and I hope my wrap up for 2020 brought 
with it the seeds of positive change, an equitable understanding and the idea 
hierarchy is the elephant in the room.

Now you know what my idea of the Apex Deception is built on and who the master 
key-holder is. 



Please remember all of this is nothing more than my musings taken for my own 
journey nothing I have said has standing in anyone's world other than the 
machinations of my own mind.

May we all bless us all and work towards a revolution based upon realisation, which 
encourages equilibrium having established our true status, critical mass will manifest.

Beneficiaries 

I look forward tom your input if you have made it this far.

It only leave me to signed off for 2020 in my normal way…

Question everything, believe nothing and stay curious.

And I’ll see you on deck in 2021…

Bye for now... 

Robert Odeck

Beneficiary


